
BRANKSOMEWOODROAD, FLEET
GU51



A truly stunning detached family home,
Situated in a prime position within Fleet's most
desirable Blue Triangle, providing convenient
access to Fleet town centre and railway
station. The property occupies a mature plot
of 0.23 acre with a detached garage.

Believed to date back to 1907 the property has been
extensively remodelled and extended in recent years
yet still retains a wealth of charm and character
associated with a property of this period. Approached
via a sweeping driveway at the front leading to a
detached garage.
The front door opens into a beautiful central hallway
with tiled flooring giving access to all further rooms. The
double aspect sitting room which extends into a bay
window at the front and is further complimented with a
central fireplace with inset wood burning stove.
For more formal entertaining there is a separate dining
room currently used as a family room. The
kitchen/dining area is a particular feature of this
property having been considerably remodelled in recent
years to provide a wonderful area for family
entertaining. The kitchen is fitted with a range of
bespoke units under an expanse of granite work
surfaces. A large central island unit houses a Belfast
style sink, dishwasher and wine fridge and also provides
bar style seating around. In addition there is space in
the kitchen for range cooker and American style fridge
freezer.

Steps lead down into a wonderful dining area with
bi-fold doors opening out onto a large paved terrace.
This room is flooded with natural light with a large
glazed roof light. In addition there is a separate utility
room, again fitted with a range of bespoke units and a
door leading to outside.
For the homeworker there is a separate study/music
room with views out across the garden . The first floor is
of equal merit, the principal bedroom has a ensuite
shower room and large walk-in dressing room whilst the
three further bedrooms are served by family bathroom.
Stairs from the first floor landing lead to the second
floor providing a tremendous guest suite with double
doors opening to a Juliet balcony and a separate
ensuite bathroom. This stunning family home needs to
be viewed internally to be fully appreciated

The gardens are a stunning feature of this property
extending to 0.23 of an acre. To the Front is a large
driveway providing parking for several vehicles,
enclosed with five bar gates and mature hedgerows.
The back garden extends away from the house to the
side and to the rear providing level areas of lawn with
raised beds. A great deal of thought and consideration
has been given to the landscaping, providing wonderful
areas for outside entertaining with a large paved area
leading directly from the kitchen with steps down to a
vegetable garden and potting shed. This fabulous
garden is fully enclosed with a mixture of fencing and
mature hedging.

A STRIKING 5 BEDROOM FAMILY HOME
LOCATED IN THE BLUE TRIANGLE

The Property

Outside

Branksomewood Road, Fleet, GU51

Guide Price £1,500,000
Freehold

5 Bedrooms
3 Bathrooms
4 Receptions

Features
Sitting Room, Family Room, Kitchen, Dining
Room, Study, Utility Room, Five Bedrooms,
Two ensuite, Family Bathroom, Juliet
Balcony, Detached Garage, Landscaped
Gardens, Grounds approaching 0.23 of an
acre
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For Clarification
Wewish to inform prospective purchasers that we have prepared these sales
particulars as a general guide.We have not carried out a detailed survey,nor
tested the services, appliances and specific fittings. Room sizes are approximate
and rounded: they are taken between internal wall surfaces and therefore include

cupboards/shelves, etc. Accordingly, they should not be relied upon for carpets
and furnishings. Formal notice is also given that all fixtures and fittings, carpeting,
curtains/blinds and kitchen equipment, whether fitted or not, are deemed
removable by the vendor unless specifically itemised within these particulars.




